Advanced gastric carcinoma with signet ring cell carcinoma versus non-signet ring cell carcinoma: differentiation with multidetector CT.
The purpose of this study is to assess the capability of multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) to assist in the differentiation of advanced gastric carcinoma with signet ring cell type from that with non-signet ring cell carcinoma (NSRC) with a focus on the thickened stomach wall itself. We retrospectively reviewed MDCT results in 80 patients with pathologically proven advanced gastric carcinoma with signet ring cell carcinoma (SRC) (n = 35) and NSRC (n = 45). MDCT images of 80 patients were analyzed retrospectively on gross appearance of thickened gastric wall (polypoid/fungating/ulcerative/diffuse infiltrative), predominantly thickened layer (inner/outer), contrast-enhancement pattern (nonlayered/layered) and degree of enhancement (high/moderate/low). The most common type of gross appearance in both carcinomas was fungating, and the more common contrast-enhancement pattern in both carcinomas was a nonlayered pattern. The predominantly thickened layer was a high attenuation inner layer in both carcinomas. High-degree contrast enhancement was more common in SRC (37.1% of patients) than NSRC (15.6% of patients) with statistically significant difference (P = 0.01). Multidetector CT cannot distinguish SRC from NSRC based on the thickened stomach wall alone. But, high-degree contrast enhancement was more common in advanced gastric carcinoma with SRC than that with NSRC.